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Like most families, David and Luise know that the road to feeding your children isn’t always a
straight one.They have raised three kids while writing their acclaimed vegetarian cookbooks and
have experienced a fair share of food tossed on the floor and soup bowls left untouched. But
they have also learned ways around this.In this book they share their passion for cooking fun,
modern, wholesome meals with kids’ palates in mind, but that also are interesting enough for
adults to enjoy. Take your own inspiration from their quest to bring joy back to the dinner table:
whip up a batch of Dino Burgers (made with spinach, quinoa, oats and peas), Spinach Waffles,
or Stuffed Rainbow Tomatoes with black rice, feta, raisins and cinnamon.This latest collection
from will include more than 60 recipes, with ‘upgrade’ options for adults (top with a poached egg,
add a spicy sauce, stir through extra herbs, swap in quinoa), tips on how to include the children
in the preparations and methods to get them more interested in food. All of the dishes are veggie-
packed, colourful, kid-friendly and simple – with most taking under 30 minutes to prepare.
Featuring stunning photography and irresistible recipes, this is the cookbook families will be
turning to night after night for quick and satisfying dishes everyone (hopefully) will love.



DEDICATIONTo all parents. You are doing a great job. Just hang in there.And to our children,
Elsa, Isac and Noah. The bravest, kindest and strongest little humans we know.May our post-
dinner wrestling tradition never end.ContentsTitle PageIntroductionEveryday MealsParty
FoodLunchbox FavouritesSnacks and DrinksCondiments and UpgradesBaking and
SweetsIndexAbout the AuthorsAcknowledgementsCopyright PageINTRODUCTIONI had just
finished cooking a Tofu cashew masala for dinner and was feeling pretty proud of myself and my
Indian stew. It had a round and sweet scent with just the right amount of spices to suit the kids,
and was mixed super-smooth with only pieces of tofu floating on top. This had been one of our
eight-year-old’s favourite meals throughout the summer – we even have a cute shot of her
holding a bowl of masala in this book (picture). But when she entered the kitchen she took only
one glimpse at the stove before bursting into tears:‘We had terrible lunch at school and now I’m
coming home TO THIS!? I’m so hungry but I haaaate stews. Why are you doing this to
meeeeeeee!?’The road to feeding your children isn’t always straight. We know this all too well.
We have three children between two and eight years old who we have raised on a mainly
vegetarian diet. There are days when plates end up on the floor, when you have to bribe and
bargain, when you’ve spent hours in the kitchen cooking for your family only to end up serving
the kids a cheese sandwich or a bowl of oats because they are refusing to eat anything else. But
there are good days too. Days when they pour down smoothies spiked with cauliflower, avocado
or beetroot (beet) (Three Veggie-packed Smoothies) and ask for refills; when a tray of Middle
Eastern roasted broccoli or Green bean fries are gone before we even had time to sit down;
when their mouths are filled with Spinach and cottage cheese waffles and when, on weekends,
they help us stuff Tomatoes with black rice.There are many things in parenthood that aren’t easy,
but if there is one task worth a little extra effort, it’s your children’s food and health, wouldn’t you
agree? That is why we wrote this book: to share what we have learned through writing four (this
is our fifth) vegetarian cookbooks while raising three young children. We want to give recipes,
tools and tips to parents on how to cook wholesome and vegetable-focused food for their family.
But, also, to tell you that it’s okay when all bowls aren’t licked clean. You still did a great job and it
will pay off in the future (see the naked carrot for more on this).We asked our daughter if she
would feel better eating that cashew masala while drawing, on a tray in her bed. She nodded,
still sobbing. Thirty minutes and three Pokémon drawings later she asked for a third bowl of
masala. You see, if there is one thing we have learned through all of this, it is that many outbursts
aren’t even about the food. A thought that is equal parts comforting and hopeless.OUR FAMILY
AND FOODThis year marks the ten-year anniversary since Luise and I launched our blog Green
Kitchen Stories (woohoo!) and started this journey of cooking and writing recipes together. Our
family has grown and we have evolved through the years, but the essence of our recipes and
food philosophy is still the same. Our recipes are always centred around vegetables. But also
wholegrains, good fats, natural sweeteners, nuts, seeds, pulses (legumes) and fruit.We try to
have a positive and relaxed approach to healthy food and we truly believe that by eating well we
can all feel better.We have brought up our children – Elsa, currently eight, Isac, currently four,



and Noah, currently two – on a mainly vegetarian diet, meaning that they eat what we eat. I have
been a vegetarian for over 20 years. Luise is not, but at home she eats 90 per cent vegetarian
food with the add-in of fish dishes for her and the kids every now and then. The boys’ preschool
is a fantastic little place where they only serve homemade organic vegetarian food, and we have
actually picked up a couple of ideas from them that we have included in this book. Elsa eats
vegetarian food and fish at her school. Their health has always been our main goal and if we for
one second felt that they wouldn’t get all the nutrients they needed from their diet, we would re-
evaluate our choices. They are, however, three happy, wild and strong little humans, so we
continue down this path for now.As the kids are growing they have been gaining more influence
on our cooking. There is more hand-held food, more cheese (hello halloumi!), more pasta and
other comfort food coming out of our kitchen nowadays. You’ll notice that in this book as well. We
take more shortcuts with store-bought vegetable patties or tofu sausages when we don’t have
the time or energy to make our own. The way we see it, all shortcuts that help you and your
family stay sane are welcome – just check the ingredient lists to avoid too many weird
substances and unnecessary added sugars.We teach our kids about how vegetables make us
strong. How desserts make us happy. And that we need a good mix of both. We often finish each
dinner with a wrestling match, a running competition or an arm wrestle. It’s a simple and fun
demonstration of how strong the food we eat makes us. I’ll stuff a few extra spinach leaves or
beans in my mouth before leaving the table to make sure I can beat them. And then they do the
same, because they want to beat me. It is a playful approach to health and I think our kids realise
that it’s not exactly how it works. But as long as I lose, they’re happy.THIS BOOKWe don’t cook
separate meals for our children and this book is not an exception. Who has the time and energy
to cook double dinners anyway? This is a cookbook for families. With fun, modern, wholesome
and vegetable-focused meals created with kids’ palates in mind, but which are also interesting
enough for adults to enjoy. All main meals have upgrade suggestions for adults at the end of
each recipe. They are ideas for how to make them spicier, greener, more flavour-packed, or to
add textures to a dish and toppings to a soup (of course, you can also serve the upgrades to
your kids if you think they will like them).So, with little or no alteration the same meal will feed the
entire family.A HELPING HANDWe believe that involving children in the kitchen is essential.
Therefore, most recipes have a section called ‘A helping hand’ (except for the ones in the
Condiments and Upgrades chapter), where we suggest what the kids can help out with. It can
be chopping softer ingredients (small children are less likely to slip and cut themselves on tofu
and (bell) pepper than pumpkin and carrots), stirring sauces, decorating and tasting the food.
Some of these tips might seem obvious, but see them as reminders to include children in the
kitchen. Even if it can take a little longer with them stirring the pots or playing ‘it’s snowing!’ with a
bag of flour, you are doing them a huge favour. Not forgetting that it makes them more invested
in the food, which multiplies the chances of them actually eating it.TALK ABOUT FOODOur
hope is that you use this as more than just a recipe book. We want it to be a sort of conversation
starter between you and your child/children. Talk about food, talk about vegetables, about fruit,



fast food, school meals, how vegetables taste and how they grow. Help them understand why
you want them to try something new. Don’t focus on good or bad food. Describe food as
something that will help their bodies grow, give them energy, make them stronger, happier,
faster, smarter. To get you started, we have listed questions in all chapter openers about
vegetables and food. Questions that don’t really have a right or wrong answer, but instead will
get them (and you) thinking. Questions such as: How many colours have you eaten today?THE
RECIPESThe majority of recipes in this book focus on everyday meals because that’s what
parents seem to struggle most with. Try our Roasted veg soup with halloumi croûtons, which
delivers maximum flavour with minimal effort, or our take on a classic spaghetti carbonara but
with parsnip and courgette (zucchini). There is a chapter with party food that features more
playful dishes that can be fun to make on weekends or when you have friends over. Like the
Butternut börek snake that looks like an impossible thing to make but actually isn’t. We also have
a chapter with lunchbox ideas, recipes and small treats that travel well in a backpack. Give our
Crispy rice paper rolls a try, or the PB hummus and carrot flatbread rolls. The lunchbox recipes
are all pretty fun and cute and could also work for quick dinners, so make sure to check them
out. We love to snack and have dedicated a chapter to smoothies, bowls, bars and savoury
muffins in order to give you better options than handing a candy bar or a bag of chips to your
kids. Quick tips and treats that taste great and will keep you energised until dinner. There is a
chapter with condiments and upgrades. Make sure you try the Chocolate chickpea spread and
our super-simple Berry and chia jams.Our dessert chapter has some epic sweets, cookies,
shakes and birthday cakes that taste fantastic. Even in this chapter, we have spiked many of the
recipes with vegetables and use natural sweeteners throughout. We do eat normal sugary
desserts every now and then, but we’re pretty sure you didn’t buy this book to learn how to make
a classic brownie. We’ll let other books be good at that, and we will instead teach you how to
make a delicious brownie with black beans or a sweet roll-up cake with beetroot (beet).All the
recipes have been tested – not only by us and our children, as well as our assistant Sophie – but
also by our tester, Nic, working from a kitchen in New Zealand on the other side of the world
from us. That way, we could make sure the recipes work and taste good, regardless of where
you live.We cross all our fingers that this book will be helpful for your family’s cooking
endeavours. We know how challenging little mouths can be to feed and we want to be there for
you. Your children probably won’t love every dish in the book but hopefully you will find a few new
family favourites, just as we have while writing this.Loads of love from us!David, Luise, Elsa, Isac
and NoahHOW TO FEED YOUR FAMILY MORE VEGETABLESWouldn’t it be amazing if we
could invent a magical pill that could make children eat all their vegetables, clear their plates
after dinner, never wake their parents in the mornings and only ask for ice cream and cookies on
Saturdays? How easy life would be for us. Well, we don’t have that pill yet. But what we have
instead is this list. Here we have gathered all our thoughts, tips and methods on how to get your
little (and big) ones to try new flavours and eat more greens.1. STAR TEARLYThis obviously
won’t help anyone with older children, but if you have a baby, try to give him or her proper food



(when they start on solid food). Focus on a variety of vegetables, wholegrains (cooked and
puréed) and not too much sweet food too early. You’ll make it easier for yourself later on.2.
CRANK UP THE HEATRoasting vegetables and roots on a high heat in the oven gives them a
char, a sweet caramelisation and that crunchy-on-the-outside-but-soft-in-the-middle texture that
many children like. Check out the recipes on Weekday Traybake, Middle Eastern Broccoli Tray
and Roasted Veg Blender Soup with Halloumi Croûtons.3. VEGGIE-BOOST FOOD THAT YOU
KNOW THEY LIKEBlend spinach or carrots and add to pancakes; mix quinoa into burger patties
or sneak lentils into their favourite pasta sauce.4. DIVIDE AND CONQUER!Instead of putting a
big salad or a mixed vegetable pasta on the table, try a tapas approach using the same
ingredients. A lot of children like to eat one thing at a time. Divide the foods into separate bowls
and watch your children conquer new ingredients that they never would have tried if they were
mixed into a salad.5. ADD FATMost vegetables don’t carry fat so by combining them with
cheese, olive oil, nuts etc., they taste better, become more comforting, flavourful and filling.
Grate a little cheese over asparagus, add an extra glug of olive oil to a soup, mix nut butter into a
green smoothie.6. TOP WITH CINNAMONSpices can be tricky around many (Western) kids but
one spice that often works is cinnamon. It has a friendly, sweet taste that can be paired with lots
of vegetables to improve the flavour of the dish and make the vegetable flavours less prominent.
Try sprinkling it over a tray of roasted cauliflower, on kale chips or in a sweet potato curry.7.
RAINBOW FOODVegetables are natural colouring agents. Use them to make food more playful
and fun! Bread, pancakes, soups, dumplings and spreads can all be tinted beetroot (beet) pink,
spinach green, tomato red and carrot orange.8. MIX IT UPMany children are doubtful about
chunky textures, so a smooth sauce or soup is often more welcome. A hand-held blender is your
best friend for this. It’s also a great tool for mixing/hiding extra vegetables into simple sauces and
soups.9. PICK YOUR FIGHTSThis has nothing to do with cooking but if you focus on having a
positive vibe around the table, it is usually a lot easier to get kids to try new foods. When they are
already tired and cranky, new food will just be another reason to fight. We sometimes let our kids
eat under the table, inside the pantry or with their hands instead of a knife and fork if that means
that they are giving new food a chance. Arguably, they aren’t great at table manners, but we’d
rather have them eating well than knowing how to hold a fork properly.10. INVISIBLE
VEGSmoothies are great for hiding vegetables. There are plenty of things you can add to them –
look for packs of frozen spinach, broccoli, courgettes (zucchini) and cauliflower in the
supermarket. Most of them are already steamed or precooked and can therefore go straight into
smoothies. Beetroots (beets) and carrots can be grated into smoothies raw, and avocados can
be used to get a lovely thick texture. You can even add cooked white beans to smoothies; their
flavour and texture will be disguised by the sweetness from the fruit. Check out for three veggie-
packed smoothie recipes.11. NO TOUCHINGFor some reason, most children don’t like it when
one food touches another food on their plate. So, serving their food on plates with separate
compartments is a way to give them a variety of food and then let them eat it the way they feel
comfortable with.12. SAME BUT DIFFERENTIf your child doesn’t like a specific vegetable, try a



different cooking technique, chop it differently or add it to a soup. Vegetables are like
chameleons and can change a lot depending on how they’re cooked. A boiled broccoli can be
rather bland to chew on but roasted has an entirely different texture and flavour.13. HUNGER
GAMESKids often come asking for food 30 minutes before dinner is ready. Instead of giving
them a sandwich or treat, this is an excellent opportunity to put a tray of raw vegetable sticks on
the table. When they are hungry, they are more likely to give new vegetables a try and, because
vegetable sticks are not very filling, they will still have room left for dinner.14. FIRST CHIEF
PLANNERLet the children help with planning the weekly dinners. When they are invested, the
chances are higher that they will also eat the food. Set some basic rules for the dinner schedule.
For example: soup one day, pasta one day, pancake one day etc., and then let them decide the
type of pasta, sauce, soup etc. Talk about colours and what’s in season and steer them
surreptitiously to make sure that you get a variety each week.15. HOW WAS IT?Letting children
taste the food while it’s cooking is a simple trick, but asking for their opinion actually helps. Let
them know what they should be looking for: Does it need more salt? Should we add a little
sweetness? Do you want to squeeze some lemon into it? Maybe we could mix this sauce
smoother? It will teach them to formulate more helpful opinions/feedback than just the common
‘I don’t like the food’.16. THE NAKED CARROTThis is one of our favourite little tricks. It is
ridiculously simple but it has increased our carrot intake by 500 per cent. Buy the largest pack of
carrots you can find and peel them all in one go (preferably in front of Netflix if you get bored
easily). Then put them in a large bowl or jar, covered in water, and place in the refrigerator. Now
the kids can help themselves whenever they ask for something to chew on. Having naked
carrots ready to just put on the table when the kids are home from school makes all the
difference. And the water helps keep them fresh and prevents them from drying out.17. IT’S NOT
POISONBeing hesitant towards new food is actually a survival instinct. So it’s not an all-bad
thing. Think of it as though your kid is unconsciously trying to make sure that you are not
poisoning them. Be a good example and show them how good it tastes by sitting down and
eating it yourself. If you or your partner won’t eat the food, your child surely won’t either. Also,
keep putting it there and after a while it won’t be as scary any more.18. PLAY THE LONG
GAMEOne mantra that we believe in fully is to not be too short-sighted in your cooking
endeavours. Your child doesn’t have to eat everything on the table. Simply placing beans and
salad and sauerkraut on the dinner table has an important function that many parents don’t even
reflect on. It educates your children and shows them what it is, how it is served and eaten. And
eventually they will also know how it tastes. But if you stop serving them food they don’t like, they
definitely won’t know what it is and you take away the opportunity for them to say yes to it one
day. It might seem like a thankless task, but it can also be a comforting thought if not all the
bowls were licked. At least you are widening their perspective on food.RECIPE
NOTESRegardless of how much detail we include in a recipe, it will not be the same dish in your
kitchen. Vegetables vary in size, flavour and texture depending on season, ripeness and where
they have been growing. Oven temperatures vary and kale chips that take only 10 minutes for us



might need 13 minutes in your oven. We have tried to make these recipes as easy and yet
instructive as possible, but we do ask that you taste and season before you serve, and feel free
to substitute an ingredient if it’s not in season or unavailable.We also recommend that you read
the full recipe before you get started in the kitchen.MEASUREMENTSOur books are translated
and published in several different countries and therefore we always try to adapt our cooking
methods, ingredients and measurements so they will work and be easy to follow regardless of
where you live. Measurements have sometimes been rounded up or down. Following weights
will always give you the most exact result. But if you measure flour in volume, know that a cup
should always be full but not packed.4 cups = 1 litre (34 fl oz)1 cup = 250 ml (8½ fl oz)½ cup =
125 ml (4 fl oz) cup = 80 ml (3 fl oz)¼ cup = 60 ml (2 fl oz)1 tbsp = 15 ml1 tsp = 5 ml1 lb = 500
g2 lb = 1 kgOVEN SETTINGSAll ovens vary, so you may have to adjust cooking temperatures or
times to suit your oven, checking the manufacturer’s instructions if possible. The temperatures
given in this book are for a conventional oven. If you are using a fan-assisted oven, reduce the
temperature by about 20°C (50°F). However, it is important to note that this book uses a fan
oven in cases where you’re baking with more than one tray at a time – to encourage even
baking.TIME CALCULATIONSWe have given approximate calculations of how long each recipe
should take to prepare. We have tried to keep preparation times down so you can spend time
with your family while the dinner is cooking. ‘Active preparation’ is the time you need for
chopping ingredients, stirring the pots and making sauces – when you need to be focused on
the kitchen. ‘Start to finish’ is the total time a recipe takes, including inactive cooking time – when
your vegetables are in the oven, pasta is cooking or ice cream is in the freezer and you can’t use
the time to finish another part of the dish. This way you can easily tell that even if it takes 5 days
to make our Fizzy Veg you only need to spend 15 minutes preparing it.CHILDREN’S AGESThis
book isn’t aimed towards a specific age range; our hope is that you use and adapt it regardless
of whether you have a two-year-old or a 14-year-old. Maybe blend more food for the younger
kids and be more bold with the flavours for older children.BE CAUTIOUS WITH NUTSIf you have
young toddlers or babies you will already know this, but never give them nuts, seeds or large
pieces of hard vegetables or fruit as they risk choking on them. If a recipe calls for nuts, make
sure to either blend them smooth or leave them out if you are feeding a baby or
toddler.INGREDIENTSWe recommend adapting our recipes to your specific needs. So, feel free
to swap in gluten-free and vegan ingredients where necessary – the recipes will be equally
delicious. Also, we recommend always using organic produce and dairy products whenever
possible.VEGGIE QUESTIONSThese are topics that you can discuss with your kids. No rights or
wrongs, just a method to get them interested in and start thinking more about vegetables and
the food they eat. Look for them scattered among the chapter opener pages.Weekday
TraybakeWe can’t get enough of traybake dinners in our family. They’re simply one of the easiest
and most delicious weekday solutions we know. Our trick for keeping it fresh is to mix roasted
ingredients with fresh ones and to top it with a good sauce or pesto for a mix of textures and
temperatures. Everything is served and arranged directly on the tray. We use a spiralizer to



create the vegetable tangles but a julienne peeler also works just fine. Serves 4 / Active
preparation: 15 minutes / Start to finish: 1 hour Ingredients1 kg (2 lb) potatoes, cleaned or
peeled4 carrots, tops removed and peeled½ cauliflower head (250 g/9 oz),or 1 broccoli head
and stalk, stalk trimmed1 garlic bulb, halved3 tbsp olive oilsea salt and freshly ground black
pepperTo serve½ × 400 g (14 oz) tin black beans, rinsed and drainedpesto of choicetorn
mozzarellaspiralized courgette (zucchini), cucumber, carrot or beetroot (beet)spiralized
applefresh baby spinach or rocket (arugula) leaveslemon wedgesPreheat the oven to 200°C
(400°F/gas 6).Cut the potatoes into wedges, the carrots into bite-size pieces and the cauliflower
or broccoli into florets. Transfer the potatoes and carrots to a baking tray (pan), and the
cauliflower or broccoli and garlic to a medium-sized bowl. Drizzle all of the vegetables with the
oil, season to taste with salt and pepper and toss to coat. Bake the potatoes and carrots for 20
minutes. Remove from the oven, add the cauliflower or broccoli and garlic and bake for a further
25 minutes, or until golden and cooked.Once cooked, remove from the oven, stir through the
beans and serve hot, topped with dollops of pesto, some mozzarella, spiralized veg and apple,
spinach or rocket leaves, roasted garlic cloves (squeezed from their peels) and lemon
wedges.Adult upgrade: Mix in raw vegetables with the roasted. Spinach, courgettes or
cucumber all add different textures to the dish, making it even better. Replace the pesto with
Magic green sauce for a spicier topping.A helping hand: Get the kids to clean, scrub or peel the
potatoes and carrots. Spiralizing veg and apples is also lots of fun.Spinach and Cottage Cheese
WafflesThe hardest part of making waffles is cleaning the waffle iron afterwards. The rest is a
breeze. So bribe someone to do the cleaning part and get going. These spinach-spiked light,
fluffy pillows of deliciousness are a balance between sweet and savoury; we show a bunch of
different topping suggestions that can take them either way. We usually make a little buffet with
topping options to choose from. It might sound fancy but, in practice, it’s just a lot of jars from the
refrigerator. Makes 6 waffles / Active preparation: 20 minutes / Start to finish: 30 minutes
Ingredients4 eggs, preferably free-range and organic2 bananas, peeled and roughly chopped2
handfuls (50 g/2 oz) of baby spinach, roughly chopped100 g (3½ oz/1 cup) almond flour125 g (4
oz/½ cup) plain cottage cheese½ tsp baking powder¼ tsp sea saltcoconut oil or butterTopping
options(clockwise from top left)Raspberry and chia jam, crunchy peanut butter, sliced banana
and desiccated (dried shredded) coconutplain unsweetened Turkish or Greek yoghurt, extra
virgin olive oil and za’atarPB hummus, sauerkraut and sesame seedsChocolate chickpea
spread and toasted sliced almondssmashed avocado, bean sprouts and hemp heartsricotta,
warmed blueberries (from frozen) and roughly chopped toasted pistachiosPreheat the waffle
iron. Crack the eggs into a blender, add the rest of the ingredients (except the oil or butter) and
mix until completely smooth.When the waffle iron is hot, brush with some oil or butter. Pour
enough batter onto the waffle iron to completely cover it, close and cook for a few minutes, or
until golden. Repeat with the rest of the batter. Serve hot with the topping of your choice.Adult
upgrade: Use different toppings as a way to upgrade the waffle to your liking. If you don’t like any
of the suggestions here, try pulled portobello mushrooms, a muhammara spread or perhaps an



aged cheese.A helping hand: It’s easy to burn yourself on the waffle iron so keep younger
children at a distance and instead let them help out with making the blender batter. They can
also help with placing all the toppings on the table.Sushi Burrito RollsDo you have half a packet
of nori sheets left in the pantry from that one time you made sushi and, because the process
was rather fiddly, you haven’t got around to making it again? We know the feeling.This mash-up
between sushi and a burrito is simple and fuss-free. The kids love that these are hand-held and
portable.
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Amanda F, “An instant favorite. This cookbook knocks it out of the park! I’ve had the
authors’ (amazing) smoothie book for a year or two and have learned to trust them...even if
something seems odd, go with it—these two know what they’re talking about! I love that many
recipes include upgrades for adults or more adventurous palates. I love that most ingredients are
easy to find and not too expensive. I love that all the food is so bright and colorful and beautiful—
and tasty! I love that the authors are easygoing and real about things, never dogmatic or
judgmental in their style. I’ve made many of the recipes and all have been fantastic—not-
pudding cups, weekday tray bake, chocolate spread, mushroom quesadillas—all have
wonderful flavor and presentation, and my kids has enjoyed the things I’ve served them. Thank
you, Little Green Kitchen, for so many beautiful and delicious recipes to help me cook great food
for my family!”

Iva, “Good book. I like the idea of adding more veggies and hide them in food for kids to eat, so I
was very excited about the book and pre-ordered it. I made many dishes out of the book that my
toddler and his cousins loved them, but some of the recipes unfortunately did not turn exactly as
pictured or described. Two examples are spinach/banana waffles and carrot burgers. The first
were raw in the middle and burnt outside and the second were breaking apart no matter what i
did! Excluding these two examples, other recipes I tried were good and tasty.”

Amy Mucci, “Love this recipe book!. I love this cookbook! The recipes are easy and delicious- so
far my family has loved the Dino burgers and the Mediterranean broccoli tray bake. The pictures
are beautiful as well. Love the concept as well (especially the helping hand ideas for once my
daughters get a little older).”

aikahi, “I'm a tough sell, but this book really impresses!. Great ideas, moves away from standard
stuff, slightly European in approach (measurements and vegetable availability), beautiful
pictures. Very practical, very inspiring. One of my favorite books now. When you are tired of the
same old thing, just looking at the pictures will give you a fresh look at how to choose an serve
food.”

Baking Fool, “FUN book!!. I liked it a lot and don't even have children :) Many good recipes and
the colours were very inspiring.  good Job, have leant it to my neighbor who has kids.”

Erin, “Love it!. A bright cookbook! Beautiful photography! And the recipes have suggestions that
help kids get involved with cooking or something more suitable for their taste. I don't even have
kids but think this is a very nice touch.”

ms stefanie peyrol, “Lovely family cookbook. Waited for this cookbook and it doesnt fail to live up



to the other books in thus series. I have two fusdy 2 and 4 year olds who have had no quarms
eating the recipes from this book. Easy to follow”

miss l r day, “Well balanced meals for the whole family. The recipes all seem carefully tested,
work well and are easy to follow. There are some great ideas for lunches and dinners, and little
examples of lunchboxes. The pang cakes have already become a family favorite!”

Isis Dylan, “Useful recipes to add to the week’s meals!. Already tried some recipes, they’ve all
worked really well and our family has enjoyed them! The pictures are really attractive and
actually resemble the real meals! The paper it is printed on and book binding is good quality.”

FromBLCK, “Engaging, pragmatic, inspirational. My nearly 3 year old loves this book, and so do
I. The photos, easy to follow recipes, everything that we've tried thus far, turned out excellent.
Very pragmatic approach, and full of great ideas on how to make cooking together fun and more
engaging for children. Thank you!”

The book by David Frenkiel has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 204 people have provided feedback.
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